
525, rue Dominion, Office 200 

Montréal (Qc) H3J 2B4 

Summer 2019 

This summer, This summer, This summer, This summer, 
let science let science let science let science 
grow on you grow on you grow on you grow on you 
with...with...with...with...    

Les ScientifinesLes ScientifinesLes ScientifinesLes Scientifines    

RESERVATIONRESERVATIONRESERVATIONRESERVATION    
To make a reservation, get in touch with To make a reservation, get in touch with To make a reservation, get in touch with To make a reservation, get in touch with 

us by phone : 514us by phone : 514us by phone : 514us by phone : 514----938938938938----3576                              3576                              3576                              3576                              

or by email : info@scientifines.comor by email : info@scientifines.comor by email : info@scientifines.comor by email : info@scientifines.com    

Minimum of 15 kids.Minimum of 15 kids.Minimum of 15 kids.Minimum of 15 kids.    

Our space allows us to welcome a maxi-Our space allows us to welcome a maxi-Our space allows us to welcome a maxi-Our space allows us to welcome a maxi-

mum of 75 kids at a time.mum of 75 kids at a time.mum of 75 kids at a time.mum of 75 kids at a time.    

For bigger groups, we can come to your For bigger groups, we can come to your For bigger groups, we can come to your For bigger groups, we can come to your 

location!location!location!location!    

If you wish, you can have a picnic in a park If you wish, you can have a picnic in a park If you wish, you can have a picnic in a park If you wish, you can have a picnic in a park 

near by. In case of rain,  you can eat in our near by. In case of rain,  you can eat in our near by. In case of rain,  you can eat in our near by. In case of rain,  you can eat in our 

spaces!spaces!spaces!spaces!    

We are thankful for the financial support of We are thankful for the financial support of We are thankful for the financial support of We are thankful for the financial support of     

514514514514----938938938938----3576357635763576    

514514514514----938938938938----0188018801880188    

scientifines.comscientifines.comscientifines.comscientifines.com    

scientifines@qc.aira.comscientifines@qc.aira.comscientifines@qc.aira.comscientifines@qc.aira.com    

Les ScientifinesLes ScientifinesLes ScientifinesLes Scientifines    



Welcome summer camps!Welcome summer camps!Welcome summer camps!Welcome summer camps!    

Scientific activities for girls and boys from Scientific activities for girls and boys from Scientific activities for girls and boys from Scientific activities for girls and boys from 
5 years old and older5 years old and older5 years old and older5 years old and older    Physics, chemistry and biologyPhysics, chemistry and biologyPhysics, chemistry and biologyPhysics, chemistry and biology    

Take on the role of a detective and examine clues which 
will allow you to solve a mysterious story.  
All thanks to science! 

Physics : AstronomyPhysics : AstronomyPhysics : AstronomyPhysics : Astronomy    
Take part in a journey to the center of our solar system. 
Discover celestial secrets and become a stellar planetolo-
gist! Build a nice solar system model and bring it back 
home to share your new knowledge! 

Chemistry, physics, biology and mathematicsChemistry, physics, biology and mathematicsChemistry, physics, biology and mathematicsChemistry, physics, biology and mathematics    
        

Become magicians and amaze your friends, all thanks to 
science-based magic tricks! 

ChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistry    
Acidity, alcalinity….does it ring a bell?! Discover a new side 
of this veggie you love! Watch it change color before your 
very eye when you put it in contact with different products.  
Ideal experience for those who thrive mixing thing!  

Physics : ElectricityPhysics : ElectricityPhysics : ElectricityPhysics : Electricity    
        

Explore basic electricity principles while building a home-
made light switch! Learn about electrons, conductive 
and isolating materials. 

Scientific detectiveScientific detectiveScientific detectiveScientific detective    

Stunning planetStunning planetStunning planetStunning planet    

HHHH2222O mysteriesO mysteriesO mysteriesO mysteries    
PhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysics    
        

Why do some objects float while others sink? Find out for 
yourself by making your own sailboat! Discover the proper-
ties of water by completing fun challenges. 

Whimsical scienceWhimsical scienceWhimsical scienceWhimsical science    

Magnetic twirlMagnetic twirlMagnetic twirlMagnetic twirl    

Challenge your neuronsChallenge your neuronsChallenge your neuronsChallenge your neurons    
Physics Physics Physics Physics     
        

Come and test your physics skills with fun missions. The 
creation of a catapult and a fierce shooting  competition 
awaits! 

And there was light!And there was light!And there was light!And there was light!    

Mirror eye will spyMirror eye will spyMirror eye will spyMirror eye will spy    
PhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysics    
        

Come and discover the secrets of the absorption and re-
flection of light. Next, make a « periscope » that will allow 
you to observe from a distance without being seen. 

We all scream for ice cream!We all scream for ice cream!We all scream for ice cream!We all scream for ice cream!    
PhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysics    
        

Create your own delicious ice cream using cream, sugar, 
ice and….coarse salt (of course!). 

Activities offered from June 25Activities offered from June 25Activities offered from June 25Activities offered from June 25thththth to August 16 to August 16 to August 16 to August 16thththth 2019 2019 2019 2019    

This summer, kids and their counsellors 

are invited to sharpen their brain with      

10 fun and creative scientific activities! 

Give them the chance to learn and play at 

the same time. They will be able to bring 

their accomplishments home to impress 

friends and family!  

* All activities are also offered in French!* All activities are also offered in French!* All activities are also offered in French!* All activities are also offered in French!    

Customize a day for the kids!Customize a day for the kids!Customize a day for the kids!Customize a day for the kids!    
 
Activities are offered from Monday to    
Friday and are adapted for all                
age groups! 
   
Morning : from 10am to 11:30am 
Afternoon:  from 1pm to 2:30pm 
  

CostCostCostCost    
One activity:     5$/child  
Two activities:   8$/child  
Counsellor:     One free/10 children 

New Crazy crazy cabbage juiceCrazy crazy cabbage juiceCrazy crazy cabbage juiceCrazy crazy cabbage juice    

8 y/o and over 

Physics : magnetism Physics : magnetism Physics : magnetism Physics : magnetism     
        

What makes an object magnetic? Why do magnets 
attract and repel each other? Come experiment with 
magnetic forces. 

New 

8 y/o and over 

7 y/o and over 

7 y/o and over 


